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Triple Aperture Slider
What you will need to recreate this project:
1 x A4 card
20.5 x 6.8cm card strip
.5cm wide shaker tape
5cm circle die or punch
6cm circle die or punch
2.5cm circle punch
Background paper
5 x 5 cm images
Wet glue such as ‘Tacky Glue’

How to assemble the project:
From the A4 sheet of card cut a 21cm square, & then from the remainder cut a strip
measuring 21 x 8 cm.
Cover this 21 x 8cm strip with background paper using the wet glue to completely
cover the card before mounting it firmly to the reverse of the paper. It is important
to let this strip dry thoroughly as damp paper will rag when put through the die
cutting machine or punch.
Score & fold the 21cm square card in half to form a tent fold card measuring 21 x 10.5
cm.
Using a contrasting scrap of card cut three frames using the 5 cm die/punch as the
inner & a 6cm die/punch as the outer.
Use the small 2.5 punch to cut two circles from scraps of the background paper, apply
wet glue to the reverse of both & then add one to one of the short edges of the
smaller card strip. It needs to be central with half of the circle overlapping the edge.
(See main image). Flip the card over & attach the other from the reverse so as to
sandwich the card between the two circles to form a tab in which to pull the slider.
Once the background paper has dried thoroughly onto the first strip of card, use the
aperture template provided with these project notes to position your die/punch in
order to cut out the three apertures. Retain the cut out circles for use later in this
project.
Apply a border of shaker tape along both long edges & one short edge of this cut out
card, make sure that it is right up to the edge of the card or the slider panel will not
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fit. If your shaker tape is thin, you will need to double layer the tape by peeling the
carrier paper off the first layer before adding a second layer on top of the first.
Position this strip centrally across the front of your tent fold card & firmly adhere,
before sliding in the slider panel all the way to the end until it can go no further.
Using wet glue on the reverse of the three images, position those through the
apertures to ensure accurate placement – realign the slider whenever necessary.
Pull out the slider & firmly fix all three images so that there are no lose edges to
impede its progress Leave the slider out for now & through the right & left apertures
firmly adhere two of the tree cut outs from earlier. Keep the central aperture free
for your stamp of greeting etc.
To ensure these circular panels are stuck firmly slide your bone folder under the
edges of the apertures. Stamp or add a greeting to the central panel.
Replace the slider panel, making sure it moves freely & then finally add your three
frames to highlight the apertures.
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Make sure that your printer is set to ‘Actual Size’ before printing out this sheet.

Template for slider panel

Template for front aperture panel of slider

